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do you remember the high Jielin or above all mountain vehicle not equipped with telescopic seat rod of the times? It feels as if it was
in the Middle Ages before the industrial revolution, but in fact it was the most recent. There is always some people will not be
persuaded by such products, he doesn't need to telescopic rod seat will be able to enjoy the fun, riding is still can be confident, but
such a person in today is one of the few. now available on the market has a lot of telescopic seat for the choice, and some are better
than others, each with some of the different design and function. Almost all of the styles are by the pressure spring seat cushion
upwards, each manufacturers have come up with different ways to control the telescopic stroke. Some are purely mechanical, but
more is the use of hydraulic to achieve the purpose. < p > does not necessarily have to lower the cushion, but there is no doubt,
telescopic rod seat in the forest Daoli can increase many smooth feeling and fun. we can trample on the steep drop, then just click,
you can freely down. no matter how the expansion of each rod is moving, the most important is to be able to smooth operation, which
requires a good design. Many early designs like the Ford Pinto, but not burned into a ball of fire (Note: Pinto design flaws caused by
the impact of flammable). In the past few years, the durability has improved a lot, of course, but also better. Now when you want to
lower seat increase pleasure, there have been more and more choice. The following is the six telescopic seat, each has its own
advantages and disadvantages. rating products the following telescopic seat is just a part of the selection of the market, the reason
will pick these to write, because we have spent time on the actual test. Back and forth we spent a few years time using the telescopic
rod seat, absolutely not you in other places saw that ride two circle write out the evaluation. We take all the products in the end to see
how they work, and then loaded to see if they can be used normally - most of the time can also be used. recently some of the new
products we did not come in, because they are too new, which has the use of Race technology Face 9point8 products, as well as
Fox, Gravity, Crankbrothers has not yet announced the new. perhaps the next most exciting is the Magura wireless electronic control
eLECT Vyron telescopic seat, you can be called to change the rules of the game products. Most people on the mountain bike have
some hesitation in the electronic system, but I can definitely put forward a lot of reasons to convince you why it is worth a try. Vyron
Magura's telescopic seat rod using electronic remote control. we also used other products on the field, but the use of time is not
enough for a long time to get enough rating information, which includes Contact Gravity, D> Giant
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